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Ab initio electronic structure calculations are employed to study the stability and mobility of mono-self
interstitial atoms !SIA" in !-Fe under external deformation. The ab initio results indicate that the volumetric
and uniaxial strain dependences of the SIA formation energy are different in the expansion and compression
regimes, in contrast to the linear behavior in continuum elasticity theory. We find a #111$! #100$ SIA reori-
entation mechanism induced by uniaxial expansion which proceeds via #11x$ %x=2.7 configuration. Volumetric
and uniaxial deformations are also found to have a considerable influence on the migration paths and activation
energy barriers for the #110$&110'" #100$&100' transformation and the #111$" #100$ reorientation. The results
reveal that !i" the volumetric expansion !compression" decreases !increases" substantially the migration energy
barrier and renders the diffusion process three !one" dimensional, !ii" the uniaxial strain removes !decreases"
the migration energy barrier for the #111$! #11x$ %x=2.7!#11x$ %x=2.7! #100$" transformation, leading to sponta-
neous reorientation of the #111$ SIA, and !iii" the uniaxial deformation breaks the cubic symmetry of the
system and in turn induces anisotropy of the migration rates along different directions. These calculations
demonstrate that changes in the electronic structure induced by global elastic deformation lead to additional
contributions to the formation and migration energies, which cannot be adequately accounted for neither by
elasticity theory nor by empirical interatomic potentials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ferritic, martensitic steels are proposed as structural ma-
terials in many applications in fission and fusion energy sys-
tems. Understanding the physics of radiation interaction with
iron is fundamental to the development of advanced struc-
tural steels in such applications. Many irradiation effects,
including irradiation embrittlement and long-term aging of
cascades, are mediated by the formation, transport, and an-
nihilation of self interstitial atom !SIA" clusters.1 Although
relatively rare in metals under normal conditions, transmis-
sion electron microscopy !TEM" measurements have demon-
strated the nucleation of SIA clusters in the early stage of
displacement cascades, when the irradiation dose increases
above (1 dpa.2–4 Thus, understanding the stability and mo-
bility of SIA clusters in the severe irradiation conditions
found in these environments is important in improving the
in-service performance of reactor pressure vessel !RPV"
steels.

Given their crucial role, intensive studies have focused
during the past decade on determining the formation and
migration energies of SIAs in macroscopically undeformed
!-Fe crystals from density-functional theory !DFT"
calculations5–7 and atomistic simulations employing empiri-
cal potentials.8–11 For the single SIA in !-Fe, both
experiments12 and DFT calculations5,6 agree that the #110$
dumbbell is the ground-state configuration, which is 0.7 eV
below the #111$ dumbbell. These results are in contrast with
those from two empirical potentials using the
Finnis-Sinclair13 type and modified embedded atom method
!MEAM"14 type. Upon increasing the size of SIA clusters,
atomistic simulations have shown that there is a transition of
the ground-state configuration from the #110$ to the #111$

dumbells.7,11,15 In addition, Fu et al. studied the migration
paths and corresponding energy barriers of a single SIA in
!-Fe and identified the three-dimensional migration mecha-
nism responsible for the unusually large barrier of 0.34 eV.6

On the other hand, the properties of SIAs in !-Fe in the
severe conditions of irradiation, where the solid undergoes
deformations under applied loads !volumetric, uniaxial, etc."
have not been fully explored. Recently, Gavini investigated
the effect of macroscopic deformations on the energetics of
vacancies in aluminum.16 Molecular dynamics simulations of
oversized substitutional Cu atoms in !-Fe have shown that
the dilational strain in the surrounding Fe lattice leads to the
reorientation of single SIA.17 Interestingly, recent in situ
TEM experiments in high-energy electron irradiated !-Fe
have observed a spontaneous reorientation of SIA clusters
from the #111$ to the #100$ configuration.18 It was suggested
that the underlying mechanism is the interaction of the SIA
with the strain field of nearby dislocations. This is in contrast
with the reaction mechanism found in the molecular-
dynamics simulations of Marian et al.19 involving the
coalescence of the mobile 1

2 )111* and 1
2 )11̄1̄* loops:

1
2 )111*+ 1

2 )11̄1̄*! )100*. These results raise the interesting
question on the effect of the external deformation on the
stability and mobility of SIAs in !-Fe.

Anisotropic diffusion of defects in strained crystals has
received considerable attention during the past few decades,
mainly motivated by a variety of applications in the radiation
damage field20–23 and in the semiconductor field.24,25 These
efforts benefited from established continuum methods of an-
isotropic diffusion,26 culminating in a comprehensive formu-
lation of the connection between atomistic equations of mo-
tion and continuum diffusion by Dederichs and Schroeder.27

These studies demonstrated that the interaction energy at the
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saddle point leads to an anisotropic diffusion tensor, even for
cubic crystals with isotropic defects, such as vacancies.27

Current progress in electronic structure calculations are al-
lowing greater insight into the physical origins of defect
properties in crystalline solids and as such, it is of interest to
elucidate the origins of diffusion anisotropy of SIAs in
strained crystals.

The objective of this work is to utilize ab initio electronic
structure calculations to study the influence of volumetric
and uniaxial external deformation on the stability, mobility,
and migration paths of self interstitial atoms in !-Fe. The
paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly summa-
rize the methodology. The results for the formation energies
and migration energy barriers of different SIA configurations
under the two types of external deformation are presented in
Sec. III and the underlying mechanisms are discussed. Fi-
nally, a brief summary is given in Sec. IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

Spin-polarized DFT calculations were performed with the
Vienna ab initio simulation package !VASP" !Refs. 28 and 29"
using the Perdew-Burke-Enzerhof generalized gradient ap-
proximation !GGA" !Ref. 30" for the exchange and correla-
tion functionals. The electron-ion interactions were treated
within the projected augmented wave !PAW" approach.31 An
energy cutoff of 300 eV was used for the plane-wave expan-
sion of the wave functions. We have employed a 129-atom
4"4"4 supercell containing an interstitial atom to form a
mono SIA and a 4"4"4 k-point mesh according to the
Monkhorst-Pack scheme.32 Methfessel-Paxton broadening
scheme is used for Brillouin-zone integration with smear
width as 0.10 eV. These settings yield an energy convergence
of less than 3 meV/atom. All atoms were fully relaxed until
the maximum force is smaller than 0.03 eV /Å. The three
SIAs considered in this study are the #110$, #111$, and #100$
configurations, respectively, shown in Fig. 1. We have stud-
ied both isotropic volumetric and uniaxial types of deforma-
tion. In the former case, the strain tensor is represented as33

#11=#22=#33=# and #12=#13=#23=0, corresponding to the
volumetric strain of #v=3#. In the latter case, #11=#, while
all other components vanish. Thus, the effect of uniaxial
strain on the #110$ and #100$ configurations can be deter-
mined.

In the case of volumetric deformation, the formation en-
ergy of the SIAs at constant volume is given by34

ESIA
f !V" = E%N + 1;

N + 1
N

V& !
N + 1

N
E!N;V" , !1"

where E!N+1; N+1
N V" and E!N ;V" are the total energies of

the system, with N+1 atoms in the renormalized volume
N+1

N V and that of the perfect bulk with N atoms in volume V,
respectively. This definition satisfies the conservation of both
number of atoms and volume in the initial and final states.

In the case of uniaxial deformation, on the other hand, the
volume renormalization cannot be used because this defor-
mation is anisotropic. Without taking the “pressure correc-
tion” !Ref. 5" into account, ESIA

f !#ij" is given by16,35

ESIA
f !#ij" = E!N + 1;#ij" !

N + 1
N

E!N;#ij" , !2"

where E!N+1;#ij" and E!N ;#ij" are the total energies of the
supercell containing N atoms with and without a SIA under
the deformation mode with strain tensor #ij, respectively.

In the present work, we have also tried to bridge the re-
sults of the ab initio calculations with those of atomistic
simulations using empirical potentials and with those em-
ploying continuum elasticity theory. In the latter case, the
elastic multipole representation of defects !EMRDs" method
was employed to describe the interaction between the SIA
and the external strain field. The interaction energy Eint can
be expressed as27,36

Eint = ! '
i,j=1

3

Pij
!1"#ij , !3"

where #ij are the external strain matrix elements and P!1" is
the dipole tensor induced by an SIA which can be in turn
obtained from the atomistic displacement field u!x". Follow-
ing the method of Siems and Teodosiu, the component of
u!x" along the ith direction, ui!x", is36,37

ui!x" = '
k=1

$ !! 1"k

k!
Gij,q1¯qk

!x"Pq1¯qkj
!k" , !4"

where G!x" is the elastic Green’s function tensor function of
the material and P!k" are the multipolar moment tensors. The
multipolar moment tensors corresponding to k=1, 2, and 3
are the dipole, quadrupole, and octupole moments, respec-
tively. In the present work, we have used the isotropic elastic
Green’s functions for simplicity and considered Eq. !4" to the
lowest order, keeping only the dipole tensor P!1". The dis-
placement field ui!xl" was determined by optimized atomistic
simulations and the linear least-squares problem of Eq. !4"
was solved to determine P!1".

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the !a" #110$, !b" #111$, and
!c" #100$ SIA configurations and the crystallographic coordinate
system.
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III. RESULTS

A. Ab initio energetics of SIAs

In Table I, we list the ab initio calculated formation ener-
gies, ESIA

f , of the three SIA configurations at equilibrium,
where all !ij =0, and compare them to previous DFT
calculations.5,6 The lowest-energy configuration is the !110"
dumbbell in agreement with experiments.12 The !111" and
!100" SIA configurations are 0.7 and 1.1 eV higher in energy
relative to that of the !110" dumbbell, respectively, in agree-
ment with previous DFT calculations.5,6

Figure 2#a$ displays the ab initio calculated ESIA
f of the

three SIA configurations as a function of volumetric strain,
!v. It is clear that the volumetric deformation has a signifi-
cant influence on ESIA

f , which monotonically decreases #in-
creases$ with increasing volumetric expansion #compression$
corresponding to !v"0 #!v#0$ strain. This suggests that
nucleation of these SIAs is favorable under expansion as
opposed to compression. For example, ESIA

f decreases by
about 2.2 eV upon expansion of the supercell volume from
0.9V0 to 1.1V0, where V0 is the equilibrium volume. The
volumetric strain behavior of ESIA

f is independent of the
SIA’s orientation and its origin lies in the interaction between
the dilational strain produced by the SIA and the external
deformation. Thus, the release #accumulation$ of elastic en-
ergy under volumetric expansion #compression$ results in the
reduction #increase$ of ESIA

f .
Figures 2#b$ and 2#c$ show the ab initio calculated ESIA

f

for the three SIA configurations as a function of uniaxial
strain !11#!22$ and !33, respectively. The results clearly show
that !111" SIA is insensitive to the uniaxial strain direction,
which can be attributed to its orientational symmetry with
respect to the loading axis. The three cubic axes have the
same orientation with respect to !111". In contrast, E!110"

f and
E!100"

f depend on the orientation of the loading axis. As
shown in Fig. 2#b$, E!110"

f and E!100"
f decrease when

!11#!22$#0 and almost do not change when !11#!22$"0.
E!111"

f !E!100"
f decreases to 0.21 eV under !11#!22$=!3% and

increases to 0.67 eV under !11#!22$=3%, respectively. Under
!33 %shown in Fig. 2#c$&, E!100"

f decreases monotonically un-
der uniaxial strains, similar to the effect of volumetric defor-
mation. E!110"

f behavior is similar to E!100"
f except that the

formation energy is very insensitive to compression. In con-
trast to the case of !11#!22$, E!111"

f !E!100"
f decreases

to 0.22 eV under !33=2% and increases to 0.74 eV under
!33=!3%, respectively. Comparing Figs. 2#a$ and 2#b$, one
should note that E!110"

f #$!11$'E!110"
f #%!33$ and also

E!100"
f #$!11$'E!100"

f #%!33$, with !11 and !33#0. This fea-
ture indicates that the lateral relaxation #perpendicular and
opposite to the external deformation$ of the system has an
effect on the ESIA

f which cannot be ignored. Clearly, the de-
formation plays an important role on the formation energies
of SIAs with different orientations.

Within the elastic continuum formalism of anisotropic dif-
fusion of particles #defects$ in an elastically deformed
crystal,20,21,27 the equilibrium population of defects under an
applied strain field depends only on the defect energy at its
equilibrium position and not on the saddle-point energy.27

Aziz38 and Daw et al.39 pointed out that ESIA
f #!$ in the pres-

ence of an external stress must include the stress-strain work
required to distort the system against the applied stress field
and can be written as

ESIA
f #!$ = ESIA

f #0$ + !:Vf. #5$

Here, Vf is the formation volume tensor and ! is the entire
stress tensor. Using the ab initio calculated values of ESIA

f #!$

TABLE I. Ab initio values of formation energies, ESIA
f of differ-

ent SIA configurations at equilibrium. For comparison, we also list
the corresponding values of previous DFT calculations.

ESIA
f #!=0$

!110" !111" !100"

This work 3.86 4.56 4.96
SIESTA 129 atomsa 3.64 4.34 4.64
VASP 55 atomsb 3.96 4.75 5.07
VASP 129 atomsb 3.94 4.66 5.04

aReference 6.
bReference 5.

FIG. 2. Formation energies of the !110", !111", and !100" SIA
configurations as a function of #a$ isotropic volumetric, #b$ uniaxial
strain !11#!22$, and #c$ uniaxial strain !33.
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!Figs. 2"b# and 2"c#$ under uniaxial deformation, where the
stress tensor reduces to

!11"!22,!33# = ! C11"11""22,"33# , "6#

with C11=243 GPa, we have calculated the diagonal matrix
elements Vii

f from Eq. "5#. The off-diagonal elements require
shear deformation which are not investigated in the present
work. Values of V11

f "V22
f # under a uniaxial strain of

"11""22#= #3% and V33
f under "33= #3% are listed in Table

II for the three SIA configurations. These results clearly dem-
onstrate that the formation volume tensor is anisotropic and
is a function of external deformation due to the fact that the
ab initio calculated formation energy "Fig. 2# is anisotropic
and depends nonlinearly on applied stress. In sharp contrast,
the predictions of linear elasticity,38 to be discussed in Sec.
III B, give a formation volume tensor independent of stress
because ESIA

f "!# varies linearly with applied stress for all
three SIA configurations.

For the volumetric deformation, we have also calculated
the formation enthalpy HSIA

f under constant pressure p "Ref.
40#

HSIA
f "p# = ESIA

f "p# + p$V = E"N + 1;p# !
N + 1

N
E"N;p#

+ p$V , "7#

where E"N+1; p# and E"N ; p# are the total energies of the
system with and without the SIA under the same pressure p,
respectively, and the SIA formation volume, $V, represents
the change in volume from the N-atom bulk to the
"N+1#-atom system under p given by40,41

$V = V"N + 1;p# !
N + 1

N
V"N;p# . "8#

The energies E"N+1; p#=E!N+1;Vp"N+1#$ and
E"N ; p#=E!N ;Vp"N#$, where Vp"N# and Vp"N+1# are the
volumes for the N- and "N+1#-atom systems corresponding
to the same pressure p=!% dE"N,V#

dV %Vp"N#=!% dE"N+1,V#
dV %Vp"N+1#. The

calculated bulk modulus B=179 GPa is in good agreement
with the experimental value42 of 168 GPa.

The formation enthalpies, HSIA
f "p#, of the &110', &111',

and &100' SIA configurations are shown as a function of
pressure in Fig. 3. Consistent with the monotonic decrease of
ESIA

f with volume in Fig. 2"a#, HSIA
f increases monotonically

with pressure. Furthermore, similar with the volumetric

strain behavior of ESIA
f in Fig. 2"a#, the pressure behavior of

HSIA
f s in Fig. 3 is nonlinear. Table III lists values of the SIA

formation volume calculated from Eq. "8# under !7.0 and
14.9 GPa, respectively. Note that $V is smaller in the com-
pression "p%0# than in the expansion "p&0# regime. The
results indicate that under negative pressure, the SIA induces
an expansion of the volume largely to compensate the
change of pressure, thus dramatically releasing the elastic
energy. On the other hand, under positive pressure, smaller
changes of volume suffice to balance the external pressure,
yielding a smaller accumulation of elastic energy. It should
be emphasized that the trace of the formation volume tensor
under constant pressure is not equal to that under constant
volume, indicating the importance of atomic relaxation ef-
fects on electron densities and hence on defect formation
energies.

B. Continuum elasticity and atomistic energetics of SIAs

For comparison, we present in Fig. 4 the results of forma-
tion energies of &110' and &111' SIAs under "v and "33 de-
formations using continuum elasticity "CE# and molecular
statics "MS# simulations.43 The MS calculations employed
the Ackland04 interatomic potential44 for '-Fe. The supercell
is 18(18(18a0

3 containing 11 665 atoms with a SIA placed
at the center. All atoms are allowed to relax at 0 K under the
external deformation. The displacement field is then used to
calculate the dipole tensor whose matrix elements are listed

TABLE II. Strain-dependent diagonal matrix elements of the
formation volume, V11

f "or V22
f # and V33

f , normalized to the zero-
strain volume, )0=11.43 Å3, of '-Fe under uniaxial strain
"ii %i=1,2,3= #3% for the &110', &111', and &100' SIA configurations.

V11
f /)0 V33

f /)0

"11=!3% "11=3% "33=!3% "33=3%

&110' !0.42 0.13 !0.08 0.52
&111' !0.29 0.58 !0.29 0.58
&100' !0.67 0.08 0.35 0.75

TABLE III. Values of SIA formation volume, $V /)0 for the
&110', &111', and &100' SIA configurations under !7.0, 14.9, and
0.0 GPa. Here, )0 is the equilibrium volume.

p
"GPa#

$V /)0

&110' &111' &100'

!7.0 1.19 1.27 1.45
14.9 0.50 0.50 0.66

0.0 1.58 1.47a 1.78 1.79a 1.85
1.75b

aReference 45.
bReference 46.

FIG. 3. Formation enthalpies HSIA
f "p# of the &110', &111', and

&100' SIA configurations as a function of pressure.
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in Table IV. Under !v=0, the MS approach gives E!110"
f and

E!111"
f of 3.35 and 3.86 eV, respectively, which are consistent

to the values reported by Terentyev et al.,11 but lower than
the DFT results. These values are also used as reference en-
ergies #with Eint=0 eV$ for the CE calculations, also shown
in Fig. 4.

As expected, the CE approach yields a linear dependence
of the formation energy on both volumetric and uniaxial
strains for the !110" and !111" SIAs in Figs. 4#a$ and 4#b$.
Interestingly, the slopes of E!111"

f and E!110"
f with either !v or

!33 strain are parallel due to the fact that both P33
#1$s and %Pii

#1$

#Table IV$ for the !110" and !111" SIA are almost equal.
Table IV also shows that the !111" SIA is equivalent under
uniaxial deformation along the X, Y, and Z directions, while
the !110" SIA is degenerate under !11 and !22, but different

under !33. These conclusions are consistent with our DFT
results.

On the other hand, the MS simulations exhibit a nonlinear
behavior of both E!110"

f and E!111"
f under !v and E!111"

f under
!33. Only E!110"

f under !33 shows perfect linearity. Detailed
analysis indicates that this deviation arises from the atomic
relaxation on and around the SIA, which strongly depends on
the deformation of the system. It is important to note the
difference between the results of MS and DFT due to the fact
that empirical potentials cannot correctly describe the elec-
tronic structure and its response to deformation. This clearly
indicates the important role of the electronic structure in de-
termining the formation energy of SIA under deformation.

C. Analysis of ab initio energetics of SIAs

In order to elucidate the atomic origin of the orientation
dependence of the formation energy under uniaxial deforma-
tion, we plot in Fig. 5 the atomic displacement fields #ADFs$
of SIAs.17,47 The anisotropy of the ADF, which exhibits both
compressive and tensile regions with respect to the external
deformation, determines ESIA

f #!ii$ &i=1,2,3. The ADF of the
!100" SIA on the '110( plane, shown in Fig. 5#a$, has a C2v
symmetry with all atoms dilating outward. The largest dis-
placements along the !100" deformation direction are along
#against$ the uniaxial expansion #compression$, thus leading
to a decrease #increase$ of the formation energy.

The ADF of the !110" SIA, shown in Fig. 5#b$, has also a
C2v symmetry and is similar to that of the !100" SIA. Con-
sequently, the strain behavior of E!110"

f #!$ is similar to that of
E!100"

f #!$. The main difference is that for the !110" SIA, the
largest dilation displacements of the ADF have components
both parallel and perpendicular to the !100" deformation di-
rection. Under uniaxial compression #expansion$, the )001*
components increase #decrease$ the elastic interaction, while
the !110" components decrease #increase$ the elastic interac-
tion. The interplay of these two competing effects results in a

TABLE IV. Matrix elements of the dipole tensor P1 #in unit of
eV$ for the !110" and !111" SIAs.

P11
#1$ P22

#1$ P33
#1$ P12

#1$ P13
#1$ P23

#1$

!110" 20.02 20.02 18.22 !9.107 0.0 0.0
!111" 19.01 19.01 19.01 !7.05 !7.05 7.05

FIG. 4. #Color online$ Formation energies of the !110" and
!111" SIA configurations calculated by MS and CE under #a$ volu-
metric !v and #b$ uniaxial !33 deformations. Black and red #gray$
lines and symbols represent results of MS and CE, respectively.

(b)(a) (c)

FIG. 5. Two-dimensional atomic displacement fields in the vicinity of a #a$ !100", #b$ !110", and #c$ !111" SIAs on the '110( plane. The
small #large$ solid #open$ circles denote the perfect lattice #displaced$ atomic positions. The lengths of the arrows are proportional to the
atomic displacements.
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very weak dependence of the formation energy under
uniaxial strain. For example, for the !110" SIA, the release of
elastic interaction under uniaxial expansion results in lower-
ing E!110"

f #!33"0$, while under compressive strain, the two
effects almost cancel out and E!110"

f #!33#0$ is almost inde-
pendent of strain. The ADF of the !111" SIA, shown in Fig.
5#c$, has C2 symmetry, with the largest atomic displacements
along the !111" direction. Thus, the effect of uniaxial strain
along !100" on the ADF is almost symmetric, yielding a
symmetric variation of E!111"

f with strain in Figs. 2#b$ and
2#c$.

The results of the ADF under uniaxial strain raise the
interesting question whether the external macroscopic strain
field can induce a rotation between different SIA orienta-
tions. For example, TEM experiments seem to suggest18 a
reorientation of a SIA from !111" to !100". Thus, we have
calculated the angle, $, between the SIA axis and the defor-
mation direction for the !110" #!11$, !110" #!33$, !111" #!33$,
and !100" #!33$ SIA configurations under volumetric and
uniaxial strain. We find that the volumetric deformation does
not produce a rotation of the SIA and that under any !v, the
!110" #perpendicular to z axis$, !110" #tilted with respect to z
axis$, !111", and !100" retain their zero-strain orientation,
with $=90.0°, 45.0°, 54.7°, and 0°, respectively. The corre-
sponding values of $ as a function of uniaxial strain, !33, for
the SIAs are listed in Table V. Interestingly, we find that for
the !111" SIA under !33=3%, there is a large reduction of $
from 54.7° to 30.8°, which remains saturated for larger
uniaxial strains. This value of $=30.8° corresponds to a re-
orientation to a !11x" %x=2.7 SIA. Thus, these results reveal an
interesting SIA rotation mechanism induced by uniaxial de-
formation. Namely, uniaxial expansion facilitates the

!111"! !100" SIA reorientation through a transitional
sessile !11x" %x=2.7 SIA configuration, i.e., a !111"
! !11x" %x=2.7! !100" SIA transformation. On the other hand,
the !110" and !100" SIAs retain their original orientation
under both uniaxial tension and compression. One should
note that the stiffness of the !100" SIA indicates the irrevers-
ibility of the !111"! !100" transformation, consistent with
previous atomistic simulations.19

We have also analyzed the differential charge density, de-
fined as the difference between the total charge density of the
system % and the superposition of isolated neutral atomic
charge densities %i

atom, placed at atomic sites

%diff#r!$ = %#r!$ ! &
i

%i
atom#r! ! r!i$ , #9$

where r!i is the position of the ith atom. Therefore, %diff#r!$
represents the net charge redistribution of the system.48,49

Figure 6 shows the differential charge density on the '110(
plane for the #a$ !100", #b$ !110", and #c$ !111" SIAs under
zero strain. For the !100" and !110" SIAs in panels #a$ and
#b$, there is significant charge accumulation between the
SIAs and their neighboring atoms along several different di-
rections and exhibits a weak anisotropy of accumulating
charge. As a result, these two SIAs retain their orientation
under deformation, as shown in Table V, and do not show a
preferential migration direction.6,18

On the other hand, the !111" SIA in panel #c$ shows an
anisotropic one-dimensional directionality of accumulating
charge, with substantial charge accumulation along !111"
and minor accumulation along the perpendicular !112" direc-
tion. This anisotropy has two important consequences: First,

TABLE V. Angle, $, between the SIA axis and the !100" direction under uniaxial strains !11 and !33.

!11 #!33$
#%$

Angle $

!3.0 !2.0 !1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

!110" #!11$ 47.1° 46.5° 45.6° 45.0° 44.2° 43.6° 42.9°
!110" #!33$ 90.0° 90.0° 90.0° 90.0° 90.0° 90.0° 90.0°
!111" #!33$ 58.0° 56.7° 55.6° 54.7° 54.0° 52.2° 30.8°
!100" #!33$ 0.0° 0.0° 0.0° 0.0° 0.0° 0.0° 0.0°

FIG. 6. #Color online$ Differential charge density on the '110( plane for the #a$ !001", #b$ !110", and #c$ !111" SIAs under zero strain. Red
#light gray$ and blue #dark gray$ contours represent electron accumulation and depletion, respectively. The contour interval is
2.5&10!3 e /Å3.
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the resistance to shearing along the !112" direction is weak.
Hence, under the uniaxial strain !33, the component of the
torque along the !112" is responsible for the reorientation of
the SIA and the reduction of " in Table V. Second, the !111"
SIA prefers to migrate along the !111" direction because this
type of one-dimensional motion does not involve the break-
ing of bonds, in agreement with previous atomistic
simulations.19,50 Note another important asymmetry in #diff of
!111" SIA: there is stronger charge accumulation between
the SIA pair and its clockwise neighboring atoms, giving rise
to larger resistance of the SIA pair for clockwise rotation.
This is consistent with the asymmetry found in Table V,
where " decreases by 23° under !33=3% while it increases
only by 4° under !33=!3%.

D. Migration of SIAs

In order to fully understand full evolution of SIA clusters
under irradiation, one needs not only the information of the
formation energies, but also the diffusion properties. In this
section, we study the effect of external deformation on the
preferred migration paths and associated activation energy
barriers of the SIAs.

The study of all possible migration paths is out of reach
for the present work. Therefore, we have focused on two
specific transformations: under isotropic volumetric #!v$ and
uniaxial #!33$ deformations. The first is between the two
!110" SIAs and the second is between the !111" and !100"
SIA configurations. Previous DFT calculations have identi-
fied the zero-strain lowest-energy barrier migration path for
the !110"! !110" transformation shown in Fig. 7#a$.6 How-
ever, the effect of volumetric or uniaxial strain on this trans-

formation remains an open question. Furthermore, the
lowest-energy barrier migration path for the !111"! !100"
SIA at zero or nonzero strain is not known. Thus, we have
considered the effect of deformation on two possible migra-
tion paths: the pure on-site rotation #RT$ and the rotation-
translation #PR$ path involving different sites shown in Figs.
7#b$ and 7#c$, respectively. The migration energy barrier,
Em#!$, is determined by employing the drag method,51,52

where the drag coordinate is chosen to be the straight-line
interpolation between the initial and final state, with one of
the SIA atoms fixed #dragged atom$ and the remaining atoms
relaxed. The reaction coordinate is a 3N-dimensional vector.
For simplicity, the coordinate of the dragged atom which is
renormalized to the total moving distance along a given mi-
gration path is referred to as the reduced reaction coordinate.
In the following discussion, reaction coordinate is used for
short.

The energy barrier along the !110"%110&! !110"%100&
path is shown in Fig. 8 under #a$ zero strain, #b$ uniaxial
strain of !33=3%, and volumetric strains of #c$ !v=10% and
#d$ !v=!10%. At zero strain, the migration barrier
Em#!=0$ is 0.36 eV and is in good agreement with the value
of 0.34 eV of Fu et al.6 The +10%#!10%$ volumetric expan-
sion #compression$ decreases #increases$ Em to 0.28 eV
#0.55 eV$. Since the diffusion reaction rate depends exponen-
tially on Em, these results show that the volumetric expansion
#compression$ can effectively enhance #suppress$ the
!110"%110&! !110"%100& transformation. One should also
note that the volumetric deformation does not change the
overall energy shape of the !110"%110&! !110"%100& migra-
tion path.

On the contrary, the uniaxial deformation with !33=3% in
Fig. 8#b$ introduces an anisotropy in the energy
barrier. Namely, migration barrier #Em$ for the
!110"%110&" !110"%100& path increases to 0.45 eV while that

FIG. 7. Schematic representation of three migration paths be-
tween #a$ !110"%110& and !110"%100& SIA, the !111" and !001" SIAs
through #b$ RT and #c$ PR pathways, respectively.

FIG. 8. Energy barrier along the !110"%110&! !110"%100& RT
migration path under #a$ zero strain, #b$ uniaxial strain of !33=3%,
and volumetric strains of #c$ !v=10% and #d$ !v=!10%. The reac-
tion coordinate refers to that of the dragged atom along the RT
migration path.
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!E1
m" for the reverse #110$%100&! #110$%110& path decreases

to 0.25 eV. Consequently the uniaxial expansion lifts the de-
generacy of the #110$ SIA and renders the #110$%110& SIA
orientation to be the ground state. Thus, we predict that un-
der thermal equilibrium the majority of SIA clusters will
occupy the #110$%110& configuration under !33"0.

The energy barrier along the RT migration path is shown
in Figs. 9 under !a" zero strain, !b" uniaxial strain !33=3%,
and volumetric strains of !c" !v=10% and !d" !v=!10%. The
volumetric expansion !compression" of !v=10%
!!v=!10%" decreases !increases" substantially the migration
energy barrier, Em, for the #111$" #100$ RT to 0.25 eV !0.77
eV" from its zero-strain value of 0.42 eV. Interestingly, the
volumetric strain reduces also the migration energy barrier,
E1

m, for the reverse #100$" #111$ RT to 0.04 eV !0.08 eV"
under !v=10% !!v=!10%", compared to its zero-strain
value of 0.1 eV. The reduction of both Em and E1

m under
volumetric expansion increases exponentially the rate of the
#100$# #111$ RT and hence renders the diffusion process
three dimensional. In contrast, the increase !decrease" of Em

!E1
m" under volumetric compression decreases the rate of the

#111$" #100$ transformation, making thus the diffusion pro-
cess one dimensional. On the other hand, the uniaxial expan-
sion has a small effect on #111$" #100$ RT path, where E1

m

decreases by 0.02 eV under !33=3%.
The energy barrier along the #111$# #100$ on-site PR

migration path is shown in Fig. 10 under !a" zero strain, !b"
uniaxial strain !33=3%, and volumetric strains of !c"
!v=10% and !d" !v=!10%. The most striking feature of the
energy profile under zero strain is the appearance of a global
minimum between the #111$ and #100$ orientations, corre-
sponding to the #11x$ 'x=2.7 dumbbell, which is also the
ground state under the uniaxial strain of !33=3% in panel
!b". The zero-strain migration energy barriers for the
#11x$ 'x=2.7" #100$ and the #111$" #11x$ 'x=2.7 transformation

paths are 0.54 and 0.10 eV, respectively. The external volu-
metric and uniaxial deformations have a dramatic effect on
the PR migration energy profile. The volumetric deformation
removes the global energy minimum and the expansion
!compression" of !v=10% !!v=!10%" decreases !increases"
substantially the migration energy barrier, Em, for the
#111$" #100$ PR to 0.29 eV !0.94 eV" from its zero-strain
value of 0.54 eV. Note that the migration energy barrier for
the reverse #100$" #111$ PR path does not change under the
volumetric expansion of !v=10%, whereas it increases to the
value of 0.25 eV under !v=!10%. Thus, volumetric expan-
sion !compression" enhances !suppresses" the #111$" #001$
on-site rotation.

It is interesting to note that the uniaxial strain in Fig.
10!b" removes the migration energy barrier E2

m for the
#111$" #11x$ 'x=2.7 transformation and decreases the energy
barrier for the #11x$ 'x=2.7" #100$ transition to the value of
0.33 eV. Thus, the uniaxial strain renders the #111$ SIA un-
stable and the #11x$ 'x=2.7 SIA be the metastable configura-
tion. This result explains the spontaneous reorientation of the
#111$ SIA discussed in Sec. III A. Note that the uniaxial
strain reduces the energy barrier of E1

m to 0.03 eV and facili-
tates the reverse #100$" #11x$ 'x=2.7 transformation, thus sta-
bilizing the #11x$ 'x=2.7 orientation. Comparison of the energy
profiles in Figs. 9 and 10 shows that in general the diffusion
barrier for the RT pathway is lower, except under !33"0.
This suggests that with the exception of uniaxial expansion,
the RT is the preferential path for #111$" #100$.

As pointed out by Dederichs and Schroeder27 and Aziz,38

the effects of strain on diffusion can be described quantita-
tively by CE theory. More specifically, the diffusion coeffi-
cient D!p" under volumetric deformation can be written as

FIG. 9. Energy barrier along the #111$# #100$ RT migration
path under !a" zero strain, !b" uniaxial strain of !33=3%, and volu-
metric strains of !c" !v=10% and !d" !v=!10%. The reaction co-
ordinate refers to that of the dragged atom along the RT migration
path.

FIG. 10. Energy barrier along the #111$# #100$ on-site PR mi-
gration path under !a" zero strain, !b" uniaxial strain of !33=3%,
and volumetric strains of !c" !v=10% and !d" !v=!10%. The reac-
tion coordinate refers to that of the dragged atom along the PR
migration path.
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D!p" = D!p = 0"exp#! p!!V + Vm"
kT

$ , !10"

where !V is the formation volume defined in Eq. !8" and Vm

is the migration volume which is the additional volume
change at the saddle point. As shown in Table III, !V is
positive for all the three SIA configurations and Vm is also
positive for all the three paths.53 Thus, CE predicts that the
volumetric expansion !p"0" %compression !p#0"& de-
creases !increases" D!p" which corresponds to an increase
!decrease" of the energy barrier Em, consistent with our ab
initio results. On the other hand, the uniaxial deformation
breaks the cubic symmetry, thus yielding different rate of
migration paths along different crystallographic directions.27

This conclusion of CE theory is consistent with our atomistic
DFT results shown in Fig. 8!b" which clearly show the asym-
metry of transformation between the '110( SIAs with differ-
ent orientations.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have employed ab initio electronic
structure calculations to study the effects of external defor-
mation on the stability and mobility of SIAs in $-Fe. The ab
initio results demonstrate that the volumetric and uniaxial
strain dependences of the SIA formation energy are different
in the expansion and compression regimes, in contrast to the
linear behavior in continuum elasticity theory. The
calculations reveal that the uniaxial strain induces an
interesting SIA reorientation, which proceeds via the
'111(! '11x( )x=2.7 transformation. The differential charge
density is more isotropic for the '110( and '100( configura-
tions, while it exhibits a one-dimensional directionality for
the '111( SIA, which is responsible for its higher reorienta-
tion propensity under uniaxial deformation. We have also
calculated the effect of strain on the formation energies using
MS and CE approaches. Comparison of the results from DFT
to those of MS and CE indicates the importance of electronic
structure in determining the formation energy of point de-
fects under deformation.

We have also studied the effect of external deformation on
the migration paths and associated activation energy barriers

for the '110(*110+" '110(*100+ and '111(! '100( transfor-
mations. For the first transformation, the volumetric expan-
sion !compression" decreases !increases" the migration en-
ergy barrier, while the uniaxial expansion %33 lifts the
degeneracy of the '110( SIA and renders the '110(*110+ SIA
orientation to be the ground state. For the second transfor-
mation, the RT migration is found to be the preferential path.
The volumetric expansion !compression" decreases !in-
creases" substantially the migration energy barrier for the
'111(! '100( transformation. The volumetric deformation
decreases also the migration barrier for the reverse
'100(! '111( transformation. The interplay between these
two activation barriers under volumetric deformation renders
the diffusion process three !one" dimensional under volumet-
ric expansion !compression". The volumetric and uniaxial
deformations have a dramatic effect also on the PR migration
energy profile. The volumetric deformation removes the
global energy minimum corresponding to the '11x( )x=2.7
dumbbell. The expansion !compression" decreases
!increases" substantially the migration energy barrier for the
'111(! '100( on-site PR. The uniaxial strain removes
!decreases" the migration energy barrier for the
'111(! '11x( )x=2.7!'11x( )x=2.7! '100(" transformation, lead-
ing to the spontaneous reorientation of the '111( SIA. The ab
initio results of the effect of strain on the migration energy
are in agreement with CE theory and indicate that the exter-
nal strain field is a key factor to modulate the orientation of
mono-SIA in $-Fe. These calculations demonstrate that
changes in the electronic structure induced by global elastic
deformation lead to additional contributions to the formation
and migration energies, which cannot be adequately ac-
counted for neither by elasticity theory nor by empirical in-
teratomic potentials.
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